
Timing

12.00 - 13.00

13.20 - 14.00

14.00 - 14.15

Main Room Break Out Room

Accelerating Business Insights with a Qlik-powered Modern Data 
Platform FIT (Financial Insights Template)

Are you struggling with large datasets? Are you in need of real-time reporting?
In this session, you'll discover how a Qlik-powered Modern Data Platform can unlock new 
insights in real-time and handle big data loads. We'll explore key features of Qlik Cloud 
Data Integration like real-time CDC streaming to cloud data platforms and a no-code 

interface for transformations via auto-generated push-down SQL. We'll also show you how 
the platform integrates with other cloud service providers such as Azure to streamline your 

data analytics workflow and unlock even more insights.

Our FIT is a comprehensive suite of financial reporting and analysis tools designed to 
provide businesses with insights into their financial data. With an intuitive dashboard 

interface and highly customizable reporting options, businesses can easily monitor financial 
performance, track key metrics, and uncover hidden opportunities for growth. The FIT is 
the ultimate solution for businesses looking to make informed financial decisions and take 

their financial analysis to the next level.

Reinout Lesage, Analytics Architect - element61 Sander Cornette, Analytics Architect - element61

Migrating to Qlik Cloud Showcasing Qlik Cloud Automated Reporting Services

Migrating your on-premise environment can be a game-changer for your organization, 
either coming from QlikView or Sense. Qlik Cloud offers advanced new features, scalability 

and eleminates maintenance cost, still it keeps your environment secure. 
In this session we will discuss what an end-to-end migration process looks like, what the 

benefits are and give you a clear overview of the costs associated with it. 

Qlik Cloud offers various features such as automation, chart subscriptions and alerting, 
which can help businesses simplify their routine tasks. These features enable users to 

receive regular updates on specific data points and notify them when critical events occur. 
Moreover, these intuitive features can be customized according to the business's 
requirements to ensure that relevant information is delivered at the right time.

Whether your organization is already using SaaS, planning to migrate, or just starting as a 
beginner, this session is for all of you. Join us to enhance your SaaS skills and leverage the 

benefits of Qlik Sense's powerful capabilities.

Seth Verfaillie, Analytics Architect - element61 Aaron Roofthoofd & Seppe Van Heurck, Analytics Architects - element61

Qlik Analytics Day 2023
Date: June 6th, 2023 |  Venue: Qubiz, Steenweg Deinze 154, 9810 Nazareth |  Time: 12.00 - 17.00 / 21.00

Session

Sandwich Lunch in the Networking Area

14.55-15.30

13.00 - 13.20
Introducing element61 and the Qlik Competence Center

Stijn Vermeulen, Managing Director - element61

Showcasing the latest trends and innovations in Qlik

Guy Meintjes, Pre-Sales Architect - Qlik

14.15- 14.50

Coffee Break



15.30 - 15.50

Exploring the Latest and Greatest in Qlik Sense: 5 Features You Need 
to Know Qlik Lifecycle Development 

Are you ready to take your Qlik Sense skills to the next level? Join us for an in-depth look 
at 5 new and exciting features to help you get more value from your data. Whether you're 

a seasoned Qlik Sense user or just getting started, you won't want to miss this session. 
We'll show you a mix of data modeling to new visualization options, giving you a well-
rounded understanding of what Qlik Sense can do. Stay ahead of the curve and gain a 

competitive edge in your data analysis!

 Are you curious about how to manage the entire lifecycle of your Qlik applications 
efficiently and effectively?

In this session, we'll explore the key concepts and best practices for managing the entire 
lifecycle of your Qlik applications - from development to production. You'll learn how to 
streamline the development process, implement effective version control, and optimize 
performance to ensure that your Qlik applications are always up-to-date and running 

smoothly.

Thibault Verduyn, Analytics Architect  - element61 Thomas Peeters, Analytics Architect  - element61

17.00 - 18.00

 

18.00 - 21.00

Coffee Break

16.30 - 17.00

15.50-16.25

Follow us on Linkedin to stay informed about Events & Insights
https://www.linkedin.com/company/element61

Customer Case Dejond NV

Dejond is a wholesaler of non-ferrous metals and fastening systems as well as a producer and exporter of Tubtara® blind rivet nuts. Joost Romanus will share their QlikView to Qlik 
Cloud migration story and how the new Cloud-based environment is pushing productivity forward.

Joost Romanus, IT & Quality Manager - Dejond

Networking Reception

(OPTIONAL) EVENING PROGRAM - All Qlik Enthusiasts Welcome!

Qlik Networking Dinner

We welcome our event participants to an optional Qlik networking dinner.

Location: Qubiz, Steenweg Deinze 154, 9810 Nazareth 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/element61
https://www.linkedin.com/company/element61
https://www.linkedin.com/company/element61
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